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Starting Your Career as a Freelance Writer
“An essential read for freelance writers.” —The Writer
magazine Starting Your Career as a Freelance Writer,
Third Edition, offers a step-by-step guide to launching
a successful freelance career. For beginners and
experts, full time or part time, Moira Allen explains
everything freelancer writers need to know, including
how to set up a home office, develop and pitch
marketable ideas, approach editors and other clients,
and prepare and submit material. In addition, readers
will learn the business side of freelancing, such as how
to deal with rights and contracts as well as how to
manage income, expenses, and taxes. Starting Your
Career as a Freelance Writer also discusses the ways
in which freelancer writers can expand and enhance
their writing career. Allen gives essential advice on the
use of photos and reprints and discusses how to take
advantage of other writing opportunities, such as
columns, business and technical writing, and even
nonfiction books. Fully updated, this new edition
includes: A fresh look at the top writing tools to get
started in today’s Internet environment The best social
media venues for writers and how to use them Tips on
how to expand a copywriting portfolio and clientele
with social media writing services Why a website is
still the most important online marketing tool—and how
to maximize its effectiveness How a writer's blog can
help your freelancing career Starting Your Career as a
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Freelance Writer
offers freelancers the tools and
information they need to understand this business from
the inside out and to become successful freelance
writers.

Starting Your Career as an Artist
You’ve got ample skills and expertise in your
profession to become a consultant, but how exactly do
you start the process? What are the first steps, where
will you work, and how do you generate business?
Starting Your Career as an Independent Consultant has
all the answers to these questions and those you might
not even know to ask! Author Leticia Gallares-Japzon
reveals practical tips and personal advice for anyone
interested in consulting, from tests that will tell you if
you’ve got what it takes to become a consultant, to
preparing a business plan, taking out loans, networking
and growing your list of contacts, arranging your own
office, filling out tax forms, marketing using traditional
and social media platforms, interviewing with potential
clients, charging for your services, writing contracts
and proposals, and preparing reports and presentations.
Becoming a free agent in today’s economy makes a
great deal of sense. With handy checklists, practice
exercises, personal anecdotes, tables, and charts, this
valuable guide will arm you with the necessary
knowledge to become successful in this endeavor.

Starting Your Career as a Freelance
Photographer
Welcome to The Wealthy Fit Pro Guides, the
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indispensable new
resources for personal trainers
ready to take their careers to a new level. One by one,
each guide will help you achieve more freedom, better
pay, fulfilling days, and growing recognition from fellow
fitness pros. Book one, Starting Your Career, is the
perfect launching pad for this series - and your
success. With Jonathan Goodman's trademark straighttalk about navigating the fitness industry, you'll find
everything you need to become the best trainer you
can be after getting your personal trainer certification.
Here you'll learn how to -Land the perfect job -Attract
and keep more clients -Engage next-level marketing
skills to set yourself apart -Tap the no-fail secret to
motivating clients -Become a star programmer
-Consistently grow and improve -And more

Get a Life, Not a Job
This incisive, practical guide provides a thorough
breakdown of the ins and outs everyone needs to know
when turning contracting skills into a business. From
summoning the motivation to start your own business
to the intricacies of being your own boss, Claudiu Fatu
artfully turns his personal experiences and those of
other successful contractors into advice on every
aspect of building a business. The chapters focus on:
Developing a business structure, including bank
accounts, tax registration, insurance, and branding
Handling legal and accounting hurdles Managing
employees and dealing with clients Using marketing
systems to find and book work Estimating and bidding
on jobs Writing contracts Creating invoices and a billing
system Controlling costs, keeping records, and
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understanding profit
margin Planning retirement and
other benefits for the self-employed By teaching
contractors to anticipate problems that can arise when
dealing with clients, and to build a business plan that
can support a contractor’s talents in the best way
possible, Starting Your Career as a Contractor is the
ultimate manual to getting the job done right! Allworth
Press, an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a
broad range of books on the visual and performing arts,
with emphasis on the business of art. Our titles cover
subjects such as graphic design, theater, branding, fine
art, photography, interior design, writing, acting, film,
how to start careers, business and legal forms,
business practices, and more. While we don't aspire to
publish a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are deeply committed to quality books
that help creative professionals succeed and thrive. We
often publish in areas overlooked by other publishers
and welcome the author whose expertise can help our
audience of readers.

Starting Your Career as a Photo Stylist
The ultimate road map for landing your dream job,
packed with true inspiring stories from more than sixty
people who made profound changes in their lives and
careers, plus practical advice from experts. “If you are
ready to go for the life and the job you really want,
Take the Leap is the go-to book for anyone making a
career change” (Bobbi Brown). Take the Leap features
inspiration and advice from game changers, rule
breakers, and side hustlers who once stood where you
are now, wondering if they should take a risk. They
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went from production
assistant to million-dollar
screenplay writer; attorney to surf instructor; mom to
DJ; hairdresser to firefighter; real estate agent to
award-winning chef. Do you want to go for that career
you’ve always dreamed about? Launch a new company?
Become a tech mogul? Live a life of adventure? Save
the world? You’ll find wisdom from successful mentors
like creative visionary and writer Simon Doonan,
entrepreneur Barbara Corcoran, NFL player turned
artist/activist Aaron Maybin, and wellness and beauty
guru Bobbi Brown. Whether you watch Shark Tank
religiously and think I could have thought of that, or
harbor daydreams about traveling the globe in style,
your wildest career dream is represented in this
empowering guidebook. Take the Leap serves as the
reminder we all need: don’t settle—go after whatever it
is that you truly want.

Starting Your Career as a Graphic Designer
In Starting Your Career as a Dancer, author Mande
Dagenais explains what it really takes to get into the
business, be in the business, and survive in the
business. Based on more than twenty-five years of
experience in the performing arts as a dancer, teacher,
choreographer/director, and producer, Dagenais offers
insider advice and shares her vast knowledge while
answering questions asked by professionals and
beginners alike. Aspiring dancers will learn about
different markets, venues, and types of work for
dancers, and what to expect from a dancing job, while
experienced dancers will appreciate helpful tips on
where and how to find work, business management, and
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career transition.
Covering topics ranging from audition
dos and don’ts to injury prevention, this is absolutely
the most comprehensive and practical guide you will
find to the dancer’s profession.

Graduate to a Great Career
If you've always dreamed of making a living as a writer,
this book will take you where you want to go. Starting
Your Career as a Freelance Writer, Second Edition,
demystifies the process of becoming a writer and gives
aspiring writers all the tools they need to become
successful freelance writers, get their names in print,
and start earning a healthy income from writing.
Completely revised and updated, the second edition
includes an entirely new section on the "online writer,"
discussing how to set up your own website, whether
you need a blog, how to effectively participate in social
networking sites, and information on electronic
publishing, POD and more. New chapters provide
guidance on writing for international markets and other
writing opportunities such as ghostwriting, speechwriting, technical writing, copyediting, teaching, etc.
This indispensable resource walks writers through the
process of developing marketable ideas and then
finding appropriate markets for those ideas. It includes
effective tips on how to set writing goals; make time
for writing; hone research and interview techniques;
create outlines and first drafts, approach editors (online
and offline), and prepare and submit material. Writers
will also discover the vital business issues of
freelancing such as rights and contracts, plus how to
manage income, expenses, and taxes. Author Moira
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than 30 years experience both as a
freelance writer and as an editor; her tips come from a
keen understanding of what works from both sides of
the desk. Whether readers are looking to support
themselves as full-time freelancers or supplement an
existing career, no one wanting to make money as a
writer can afford to be without this book. Allworth
Press, an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a
broad range of books on the visual and performing arts,
with emphasis on the business of art. Our titles cover
subjects such as graphic design, theater, branding, fine
art, photography, interior design, writing, acting, film,
how to start careers, business and legal forms,
business practices, and more. While we don't aspire to
publish a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are deeply committed to quality books
that help creative professionals succeed and thrive. We
often publish in areas overlooked by other publishers
and welcome the author whose expertise can help our
audience of readers.

Starting Your Career as an Illustrator
Starting Your Career: The Best Resources To Help You
Find the Right Job is targeted primarily at the several
million new college graduates trying to find their first
job, and to other young adults beginning their careers.

Starting Your Career as a Freelance Web
Designer
Now that your planning degree is in sight or in hand,
how and where can you find your "dream job?" Once
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you're on the job,
what can you do to not just survive,
but thrive and avoid common professional pitfalls? In A
Career Worth Planning, two veteran planners offer a
road map for success. Packed with practical information
and useful advice, it is must reading for planning
students, new planners, and experienced planners
looking to advance their careers. Career questions can
paralyze beginning planners. What are the differences
between working for a public planning agency or a
private consulting firm? What does an employer look
for in a job candidate? How can you set yourself apart
from other job hunters through your resume and in an
interview? A Career Worth Planning answers these
tough questions and many others. But landing a job is
only half the battle. Once you're there, how do you
negotiate the career ladder, even in the most difficult
circumstances? Here are nuggets of wisdom on how to
deal with a bad boss, identify crucial "insiders" who can
make or break your success on the job, clarify ethical
conflicts, manage political land mines, and yes, even
evaluate your job satisfaction and determine when
you're ready to move on. Wherever you are along your
career path, this book will help you assess your skills,
preferences, and work style, and find the planning niche
that fits you.

Real Life Guide to Starting Your Career
Break out of the cubicle and gain the business savvy
you need to launch your own freelance web design
business with Starting Your Career as a Freelance Web
Designer! Written by seasoned pro Neil Tortorella, this
book guides web designers step-by-step down the path
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helps them avoid common pitfalls. Jampacked with practical know-how, this book also
contains the wisdom and advice of noted industry
authorities and business leaders. Readers will learn
how to draft a solid business plan, negotiate contracts,
manage time and money, deal with taxes, manage
projects and clients, determine rates, and create
winning proposals.

Starting Your Career as a Social Media
Manager
This invaluable guide offers a definitive game plan for
anyone seeking to redefine his or her work status--for
finding a new career or even starting a personal
business.

The Two Income Trap
In this comprehensive manual, veteran art career
professionals Angie Wojak and Stacy Miller show
aspiring artists how to evaluate their goals and create a
plan of action to advance their professional careers, and
use their talents to build productive lives in the art
world. In addition, the book includes insightful
interviews with professional artists and well-known
players in the art scene. The second edition features a
new chapter on social media and includes interviews
with artists, museum professionals, and educators. All
chapters cover topics essential to the emerging artist,
such as: •Using social media to advance your practice
•Health and safety for artists •Artist’s resumes and
CVs •Finding alternative exhibition venues •Building
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community through
networking •Collaborating and
finding mentors •Refining career aspirations This
invaluable resource is sure to encourage and inspire
artists to create their own opportunities as they learn
how the creativity that occurs inside the studio can be
applied to developing a successful career in the art
world. Allworth Press, an imprint of Skyhorse
Publishing, publishes a broad range of books on the
visual and performing arts, with emphasis on the
business of art. Our titles cover subjects such as
graphic design, theater, branding, fine art, photography,
interior design, writing, acting, film, how to start
careers, business and legal forms, business practices,
and more. While we don't aspire to publish a New York
Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are deeply
committed to quality books that help creative
professionals succeed and thrive. We often publish in
areas overlooked by other publishers and welcome the
author whose expertise can help our audience of
readers.

Starting Your Career as a Musician
Broadway's greatest theatrical designers take you
behind the scenes to show you how to start and
advance a career in this exciting field.

Starting Your Career at the U.S. Department of
Labor
Technology has sent shockwaves of change through the
world of commercial art. Digital illustration and design,
online portfolio sites, and the proliferation of stock art
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have radically changed
the way that illustrators and
graphic designers work. What has not changed,
however, is the wealth of illustrators and graphic
designers hoping to turn their talent into freelance
success. More than ever, artists face questions such as
how to get started, how to sell their work, how to
promote themselves, and what to do once they are
working. For those embarking on freelance careers in
illustration or graphic design, the answers have arrived.
A twenty-five year veteran in the field, Michael
Fleishman, has detailed every business aspect of
commercial art in Starting Your Career as a Freelance
Illustrator or Graphic Designer.

Starting Your Career as an Interior Designer
With traffic to personal blogs and online journalism
sites on the rise, there are more blogging opportunities
than ever before. With the right approach, a blog can be
an extra source of cash, or it can be a business unto
itself yielding thousands of dollars a week, all earned
on your own schedule, from the comfort of your home
office, and writing about the topic of your choice. If that
sounds too good to be true, this invaluable book will
prove to you that it can be done. Unlike other guides,
Starting Your Career as a Professional Blogger goes
beyond the basics to show you how to earn a living
while doing what you love. Experienced blogger
Jacqueline Bodnar takes offers a comprehensive
overview of the blogging world, presenting effective
strategies for establishing a web presence and
marketing your work. Topics include: Choosing a niche
Knowing the advantages of different blogging platforms
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(WordPress, Tumblr,
etc.) Setting up, maintaining, and
monetizing your blog Increasing traffic to your blog
Finding your audience—and helping them find you
Vlogging Promoting your blog Networking with other
bloggers Creating a podcast Synching your blog with
your social networking accounts And more If you’ve
ever wanted to write for a living, this book will help you
achieve your dream, on your own terms. Welcome to
the blogosphere!

Starting Your Career as a Consultant
Voice-over acting is no longer all about having that
“announcer-y” boom or classic fireside radio voice.
More and more casting directors are looking for
regular, “conversational” voices to represent a product
in a commercial or to play the animated moose in a new
Hollywood flick, but the competition is fiercer now than
ever before. In a business that is “more risk than
reward, more heartbreak than success,” author Talon
Beeson will show you in Starting Your Career in VoiceOvers how to beat the odds, improve your skills, make
the right connections, and build a career in the voiceover business. Some of the topics covered in this book
include: Warm-up exercises for the voice Reading
everything—jokes, telephone numbers, video games,
commercials, feature films, and more Cold reads
Analyzing scenes and translating that analysis to voice
Creating demo tapes Representing and marketing
yourself effectively Equipment and recording at home
And many more! This instructional book for
professionals presents readers with varying
techniques, exercises, and theories to practice—a
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vocational foundation
guaranteed to elevate an actor’s
game. In an ingenious and instructive way, Beeson
relates voice work to the greatest dramatist of all
times, William Shakespeare. This is an added bonus for
the classically inclined individual and provides excellent
training for every actor. This intellectually informed
book is designed improve your voice skills and teach
you the basics of the business—the ultimate preparation
for any serious actor seeking to pursue this field.
Surrounded by microphones, voice-over actors are a
unique breed who require additional and different skills
to create their reality, and Talon Beeson shows you
how to do just that in Starting Your Career in VoiceOvers. Allworth Press, an imprint of Skyhorse
Publishing, publishes a broad range of books on the
visual and performing arts, with emphasis on the
business of art. Our titles cover subjects such as
graphic design, theater, branding, fine art, photography,
interior design, writing, acting, film, how to start
careers, business and legal forms, business practices,
and more. While we don't aspire to publish a New York
Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are deeply
committed to quality books that help creative
professionals succeed and thrive. We often publish in
areas overlooked by other publishers and welcome the
author whose expertise can help our audience of
readers.

Starting Your Career as a Contractor
Starting Your Career as a Freelance Illustrator
or Graphic Designer
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This incisive, practical guide provides a thorough
breakdown of the ins and outs everyone needs to know
when turning contracting skills into a business. From
summoning the motivation to start your own business
to the intricacies of being your own boss, Claudiu Fatu
artfully turns his personal experiences and those of
other successful contractors into advice on every
aspect of building a business. The chapters focus on:
Developing a business structure, including bank
accounts, tax registration, insurance, and branding
Handling legal and accounting hurdles Managing
employees and dealing with clients Using marketing
systems to find and book work Estimating and bidding
on jobs Writing contracts Creating invoices and a billing
system Controlling costs, keeping records, and
understanding profit margin Planning retirement and
other benefits for the self-employed By teaching
contractors to anticipate problems that can arise when
dealing with clients, and to build a business plan that
can support a contractor’s talents in the best way
possible, Starting Your Career as a Contractor is the
ultimate manual to getting the job done right! Allworth
Press, an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a
broad range of books on the visual and performing arts,
with emphasis on the business of art. Our titles cover
subjects such as graphic design, theater, branding, fine
art, photography, interior design, writing, acting, film,
how to start careers, business and legal forms,
business practices, and more. While we don't aspire to
publish a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are deeply committed to quality books
that help creative professionals succeed and thrive. We
often publish in areas overlooked by other publishers
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and welcome the
author whose expertise can help our
audience of readers.

Starting Your Career
If you've ever considered editing as a career, this book
will help you on your new path. You’ll learn about the
requirements in various fields, how to get started, the
step-by-step facets of setting up and conducting your
editing services, working with writers and publishers,
promoting yourself and your expertise, and determining
what to charge. In addition to books there are articles,
dissertations, brochures, reports, abstracts, editorials,
reviews, ad copy, and much more. There is more to
making a living as a freelance editor than correct
English usage, sentence structure, and grammatical
construction. Here, you’ll learn what you need to know
to decide on a specialty and how to manage the
business side of your career.

Starting Your Career as an Actor
Describes the economic dilemmas facing families who
depend on two incomes, presenting a series of
solutions on how to get the middle class back on
financial track.

Starting Your Career as a Professional Blogger
What will separate you from the rest early in your
career? The ability to take ownership, manage
expectations, navigate people dynamics, and
communicate professionally—skills that school doesn't
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teach. Most career
guides assume that you already
know how the working world works. But if you're
starting your very first job or taking a job in a new
company, you might not know all the unspoken rules
that determine who gets ahead and who doesn't. In The
Unspoken Rules, you'll learn the basic workplace skills
necessary for success. From the author: "Why didn't
anyone ever tell me this?! I've lost count of the number
of times I've asked myself this question. As the son of
a single mother who dropped out of school at the age of
twelve to work in a sewing-machine factory, I missed
the lesson on the unspoken rules of the professional
workplace. Instead, I learned my lesson the hard
way—through trial and error. Now I'm on a mission to
discover and decode the unspoken rules of work and
share them with others. Over the last four years, I've
interviewed over five hundred interns, early career
professionals, managers, and executives, from HR to
finance, law firms to tech companies, across the globe.
My conversations revolved around three key topics:
What are the most common mistakes early-career
professionals make at work? What would you do
differently if you could relive your first years on the
job? What do you think separates top performers from
mediocre ones? After testing the advice I gathered
from these hundreds of interviews, I started coaching
other early-career professionals. Now I'm distilling
everything I've learned into a step-by-step guide called
The Unspoken Rules. We all have what it takes to be a
top performer. It begins with mastering the unspoken
rules."

Starting Your Career as a Contractor
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of: Networking for college students
(and recent graduates). 2011.

Career Worth Planning
This practical and entertaining guide readies the
uninitiated actor to navigate the ridiculous, impossible,
and often heartbreaking world of the acting industry.
This book will expose actors to the ins and outs of the
world's (second) oldest profession. Topics include how
to be "discovered," what to expect from training
programs, the grunt work of starting a career, how to
persevere in the face of rejection, the new digital world
for actors, and much more. Experienced actor and
screenwriter Jason Pugatch offers a fresh, hip, and
invaluable industry perspective, with sidebar
quotations, charts, and timelines, and a quick-reference
appendix of the acting trade. Packed with mythshattering anecdotes and told in a personal tone,
Starting Your Career as an Actor is the backstage guide
that every aspiring actor must read.

Starting Your Career as an Interior Designer
Here is a virtual treasury of advice, insight, and
guidance for every freelance photographer! The stepby-step advice covers the multitude of concerns facing
aspiring and beginning freelance photographers—from
compiling a portfolio and promoting your work to
winning the first client and running a healthy, profitable
business. Esteemed attorney and writer Tad Crawford
has teamed up with expert photography writer Chuck
Delaney—and more than a dozen of the photo industry’s
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leading experts—to
provide comprehensive guidance,
including: Photographic careers and the skills they
require How to shop for equipment and studio locations
Clients, websites, portfolios, and self-promotion Studio
management, insurance, and safety Negotiating
contracts, pricing, and model and property releases
Copyright law and protecting your work Avoiding libel,
trespass, and litigation Accounting, record keeping, and
taxes For anyone looking to earn money with their
photography, Starting Your Career as a Freelance
Photographer crucial marketing, business, and legal
know-how for every step of the process. Allworth
Press, an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a
broad range of books on the visual and performing arts,
with emphasis on the business of art. Our titles cover
subjects such as graphic design, theater, branding, fine
art, photography, interior design, writing, acting, film,
how to start careers, business and legal forms,
business practices, and more. While we don't aspire to
publish a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are deeply committed to quality books
that help creative professionals succeed and thrive. We
often publish in areas overlooked by other publishers
and welcome the author whose expertise can help our
audience of readers.

Starting Your Career in Sport Entertainment &
Venue Management
Starting Your Career with a Temporary Job :
Stepping Stone Or "Dead-End"?
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Starting Your Career
as an Interior Designer contains
all the necessary tools and strategies to successfully
launch and grow a professional design business in the
competitive world of interior design. Drawing on the
authors' extensive experience, this book includes case
studies, and personal anecdotes that help teach you
how to: - choose a design field - obtain and keep clients
- garner referrals - market and position your business bid competitively on projects - manage sales - organize
a budget - manage start-up costs and cash flow promote your business - branch out into product and
architectural design - design within a retail environment
- set pricing guidelines - sell to your target
demographic - set up your office. Readers will find a
history of the business side of interior design as well
as various career tracks available to today’s budding
entrepreneur. Any early career interior designer or
student looking for practical advice on the ins and outs
of running a design firm will need this one-stop guide.
Allworth Press, an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing,
publishes a broad range of books on the visual and
performing arts, with emphasis on the business of art.
Our titles cover subjects such as graphic design,
theater, branding, fine art, photography, interior design,
writing, acting, film, how to start careers, business and
legal forms, business practices, and more. While we
don't aspire to publish a New York Times bestseller or
a national bestseller, we are deeply committed to
quality books that help creative professionals succeed
and thrive. We often publish in areas overlooked by
other publishers and welcome the author whose
expertise can help our audience of readers.
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Starting Your Career in Academic Psychology
You can design your own career, so you love what you
do! You only have one life: why settle for anything
less? Whether you’re an entrepreneur or working
within a company, Get a Life, Not a Job shows how you
can make it happen for yourself. You’ll learn how to
move towards a fulfilling career that offers greater
work-life balance, financial security, and personal
control over your future -- and more sheer pleasure
and inspiration from the work you do. You’ll learn how
to allocate more time to roles you enjoy, and shed roles
you can’t stand⋯ identify career choices you’ll be
passionate about, and build your skills and abilities to
match them⋯ improve your career without leaving your
employer, and make your position more resistant to
downsizing⋯ define a mix of several stimulating and
liberating wealth-building activities that keep your life
engaged and balanced⋯ keep personal relationships
healthy while you pursue work you’ll love. This book
doesn’t just teach you powerful career techniques: it
profiles people in all walks of life who’ve used these
them to build truly inspiring careers. With greater
workplace uncertainty than ever, you can no longer
afford to let anyone else control your destiny — or to
maintain outdated “psychological contracts” with your
employer. You need to take control of your own career
and future. With this book’s help, you can do just that —
and make work more fulfilling than you ever dreamt
possible.

Starting Your Career as a Freelance Editor
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Starting Your Career
as an Interior Designer contains
all the necessary tools and strategies to successfully
launch and grow a professional design business in the
competitive world of interior design. Drawing on the
authors' extensive experience, this book includes case
studies, and personal anecdotes that help teach you
how to: • Choose a design field • Obtain and keep
clients • Garner referrals • Market and position your
business • Bid competitively on projects • Manage
sales • Organize a budget • Manage start-up costs
and cash flow • Promote your business • Branch out
into product and architectural design • Design within a
retail environment • Set pricing guidelines • Sell to
your target demographic • Set up your office Readers
will find a history of the business side of interior design
as well as various career tracks available to today’s
budding entrepreneur. This updated second edition also
examines the current state of the interior design
industry, and what's in store for the future of firms.
Any early career interior designer or student looking
for practical advice on the ins and outs of running a
design firm will need this one-stop guide. Allworth
Press, an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a
broad range of books on the visual and performing arts,
with emphasis on the business of art. Our titles cover
subjects such as graphic design, theater, branding, fine
art, photography, interior design, writing, acting, film,
how to start careers, business and legal forms,
business practices, and more. While we don't aspire to
publish a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are deeply committed to quality books
that help creative professionals succeed and thrive. We
often publish in areas overlooked by other publishers
and welcome the author whose expertise can help our
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audience of readers.
Starting Over
Starting Your Career as a Dancer
From the first steps of starting out up through
succeeding as a professional, Fleishman's newest guide
navigates how illustration ties concept and technique.
From advice on education and finding the right state of
mind, through opening shop and finding the right venue,
Starting Your Career as an Illustrator is a bit of a
technical how-to, something of a business book,
certainly an inspirational work, definitely a professional
overview, even a personal lifestyle guide. It accurately
documents the eclectic adventures of illustrators now,
as well as relating historical perspectives, motivations,
and inspirations to balance that picture and present
readers with a true global field experience—all in an
accessible, reader-friendly style. Topics include how
to: Create a portfolio Make initial contacts Develop a
financial plan Set up an office Acquire supplies and
equipment Price your own work Market on the Web
Nurture a growing freelance business And much more
Through direct and candid conversations with scores of
professionals up and down the career ladder, this book
offers rich perspectives of illustrators (and their
cohorts) at and away from the drawing board. It looks
at the strong threads tying professional and academic
process, practice, and product, and offers extensive
research, a global pool of resources, and a wide
panorama of info that promotes problem solving by way
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of a spectrum of
ideas. Over fifty illustrations are
included throughout. Allworth Press, an imprint of
Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a broad range of books
on the visual and performing arts, with emphasis on the
business of art. Our titles cover subjects such as
graphic design, theater, branding, fine art, photography,
interior design, writing, acting, film, how to start
careers, business and legal forms, business practices,
and more. While we don't aspire to publish a New York
Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are deeply
committed to quality books that help creative
professionals succeed and thrive. We often publish in
areas overlooked by other publishers and welcome the
author whose expertise can help our audience of
readers.

Networking for Every College Student and
Graduate
Offers advice on understanding today's job market,
creating and customizing a resume, honing interviewing
skills, and developing long-term career goals

Starting Your Career as a Theatrical Designer
Explores the employment possibilities available in the
expanding world of social media, discussing how to
establish an online presence, interview, develop skills,
and understand the field's different roles and
responsibilities.

The Unspoken Rules
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The ultimate source
for beginning professionals,
working professionals looking to make a change, and
entrepreneurs wanting to go out on their own, this
friendly guide details every business aspect of
commercial graphic design, including how to: • Create
a portfolio • Make initial contacts • Develop a
financial plan • Set up an office • Acquire supplies
and equipment • Price your own work • Market on
the Web • Nurture a growing freelance business •
And much more In a market-by-market survey, the
author devotes entire chapters to selling one’s work
within every venue, including magazines, ad agencies,
book publishers, greeting card companies, small
business, and Web sites. This is the most useful book
on the market for honing the business skills of
freelance illustrators and graphic designers. Allworth
Press, an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a
broad range of books on the visual and performing arts,
with emphasis on the business of art. Our titles cover
subjects such as graphic design, theater, branding, fine
art, photography, interior design, writing, acting, film,
how to start careers, business and legal forms,
business practices, and more. While we don't aspire to
publish a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are deeply committed to quality books
that help creative professionals succeed and thrive. We
often publish in areas overlooked by other publishers
and welcome the author whose expertise can help our
audience of readers.

Take the Leap
You've earned your graduate degree in psychology, and
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maybe even landed
your first academic job as a postdoc
or faculty. How should you approach your new job?
How can you lay a solid foundation for tenure and
promotion? How can you meet the many challenges of
an academic career, which often requires skills that are
not taught in graduate school? This book provides a
systematic guide for jump-starting your career in
academic psychology -- from applying and interviewing
for academic positions, to settling in at your new job, to
maximizing your success during the pre-tenure years.
The chapters cover all key skills in which new faculty
must become proficient: teaching, conducting and
funding faculty-level research, serving your department
and field, and ""softer"" activities such as networking
and navigating university politics. Given the everincreasing demands and competition in the field, this
guide is an essential roadmap for new faculty.

Starting Your Career in Voice-Overs
With traffic to personal blogs and online journalism
sites on the rise, there are more blogging opportunities
than ever before. With the right approach, a blog can be
an extra source of cash, or it can be a business unto
itself yielding thousands of dollars a week, all earned
on your own schedule, from the comfort of your home
office, and writing about the topic of your choice. If that
sounds too good to be true, this invaluable book will
prove to you that it can be done. Unlike other guides,
Starting Your Career as a Professional Blogger goes
beyond the basics to show you how to earn a living
while doing what you love. Experienced blogger
Jacqueline Bodnar takes offers a comprehensive
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blogging world, presenting effective
strategies for establishing a web presence and
marketing your work. Topics include: Choosing a niche
Knowing the advantages of different blogging platforms
(WordPress, Tumblr, etc.) Setting up, maintaining, and
monetizing your blog Increasing traffic to your blog
Finding your audience—and helping them find you
Vlogging Promoting your blog Networking with other
bloggers Creating a podcast Synching your blog with
your social networking accounts And more If you’ve
ever wanted to write for a living, this book will help you
achieve your dream, on your own terms. Welcome to
the blogosphere!

Starting Your Career as a Wall Street Quant
This invaluable career manual explores the numerous
directions a career in photo styling can take. Starting
Your Career as a Photo Stylist prepares new and
working stylists with in-depth information on food
styling, fashion styling, and six other areas of
specialization. Readers will also learn everything they
need to know about practical aspects of the profession,
including production, casting, location scouting, working
with a photo crew, creating a portfolio, and marketing
their work. Established stylists will benefit from tips on
how to develop and sustain their freelance careers, and
business forms will provide aspiring stylists with a
head start on building their businesses. Interviews with
working stylists offer insight into what it takes to thrive
in their line of work. Written by a stylist with over
twenty years of experience, Starting Your Career as a
Photo Stylist is the ultimate guide to this little-known
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and exciting career!
The Wealthy Fit Pro's Guide to Starting Your
Career
Whether you dream about becoming a rock star or a
sought-after talent playing local gigs, Starting Your
Career as a Musician will guide you along the path to
success. Author Neil Tortorella explores the myriad
opportunities in music today and details proven
strategies for seeking them out. He reveals the
common pitfalls and traps that are often encountered
and provides aspiring musicians with time-tested advice
on how to avoid them. Jam-packed with the practical
know-how you need for success in the music business,
Starting Your Career as a Musician is brought to life
and made easy-to grasp through the wisdom and
experiences shared by numerous working musicians.
While it won’t show you how to be a better musician,
this indispensable guide will teach you how to make a
living with your music, promote yourself or your band,
get booked, and maximize additional revenue streams.

Starting Your Career as a Marine Mammal
Trainer
What you need to know that you didn't learn at college!
This is the most important moment in your career.
Branding guru Catherine Kaputa will show you how to
get it right. In today's job market, competition is fierce.
After college many graduates fall back to earth with a
bump and struggle to launch a career in their chosen
field. But what if you changed the way you thought
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about applications?
What if, instead of getting bogged
down in the search process, you approached your
resume like a marketer launching an exciting new
brand? Marketing guru and brand strategist Catherine
Kaputa is an expert in personal branding and knows
exactly how to make an application sizzle. Drawing on
her years of experience, insightful case-studies of
recent graduates, and fascinating insider details from
companies like Nike, Volvo, and Google, Kaputa will
help you to navigate the career landscape as she shares
her strategy for standing out from other applicants, in
even the most competitive industries. Graduate to a
Great Career will give you the tools you need to
survive and show you how to thrive by creating Brand
You.

Starting Your Career as a Professional Blogger
This behind-the-scenes look at careers in marine
mammal care and training addresses questions such as
"What is it really like to be a trainer? and "How can I
become one, too? and offers strategies and alternatives
to help identify potential career options in this field. It
covers a variety of aspects involved in being a trainer,
from typical days on the job and training different
behaviors to the kind of education needed and the value
of swimming and scuba skills. This thorough guide
contains a comprehensive bibliography for additional
reference and an invaluable resource directory with
extensive contact information for more than 150
educational, governmental, and professional sources
around the world.
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Starting Your Career as a Freelance Writer
Now updated and revised to reflect industry changes in
the aftermath of the 2008 financial meltdown! First
published in 2007, this unique career guide focuses on
the quantitative finance job market. Written specifically
for readers who want to get into quantitative finance,
this book covers everything you wanted to know about
landing a quant job, from writing an effective resume to
acing job interviews to negotiating a job offer. An
experienced senior quant, the author offers tons of
practical, no-BS advice and tips to guide you through
the difficult process of getting a quant job, especially in
today's weak economy.
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